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AN ADVENTURE is a very special type of computer
game. It pUL'> you right into the middle of a tory and makes
you the hero or heroine . It allows you to go where you
want and do most of the thing> you would be able to do
in real life. (For example . if a door is not locked you can
go through it. If it is locked and you are still determined
to go through it you will have to try to find some way of
getting it open).
Talking to the Computer
In this game the computer under tands most simple English
sentences: "Ope11 the box", "Look u11der tire table ",
..Jump ow of rlre wi11dow " etc. Press ENTER {on the
Spectrum) or RETURN (on the Commodore 64) af1er each
command and the computer will cell you what happens .
The computer can only deal with one OBJECT in each
command. So if you want to use one object to do something
to another one you must first say what you want to use
and then what you want to do with it.
For example, instead of saying ' 'Peel tire apple with the
k11ife" you must type: "Use the knife", press ENTER or
RETURN and then type: "Peel rlre apple".

The computer understands all the main directions, Nonh.
South, East . West, Up, Down , so you can say "Go
North ' ·. · 'Ru11 East '' and so fonh . It will also understand
phrases like " Go upstairs " . If you wish. you can
abbreviate these commands to a single letter - ''N '· will
take you Nonh etc . The more complicated directions.
Nonheast, Southwest etc. MUST be abbreviated to NW,
SW, NE and SE.
You can use the standard adventure commands. "Ger
/ knife", " Drop k11ife" and so fonh, or the computer will
also understand a more natural phrase like · 'Pw tire knife
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down''.

Special Commands
Here are >Ome special commands whi~h will help you.
Some of them can be abbreviated 10 one letter which is
placed in brackets after them :
INVENTORY (I) gives a list of everything with
you.
REDESCRIBE (R) redescribes the scene.
EXEA T ends the game.
EXAMINE looks more closely at an object.
SA VE : For this instruction you need a blank
tape.
Once you have typed it in follow the
instructions on the screen and you can save your
position in the game. You can SA VE at any
time.
LOAD : When you have SAVED a game
position you can type in LOAD at any time and
load the position back into the game. You will
then find yourself exactly where you were at the
time you SAVED with all the possessions you
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then had. It will save you from playing all
through the game again to get back to where
you were! SA VE when you stop playing for the
day . Some people like to SA VE before they try
something which might be dangerous!

Further Hints
Computers are queer creatures . In some ways they are
remarkably clever, in others they are remarkably stupid!
Sometimes you will give a simple command-and the
computer will say that it does not understand-just try some
different words. Other times it will tell you that you cannot
do something that you shou ld be ab le to do . There can be
three reasons for this:
I . You really cannot do it (perhaps you were trying to open
the box when vo11 clid not have it) .
2. You could do it in real life, but 1t is not part ol the game
(eg "Fold treasure map into paper aeropla11e " ).

3. You have not used the nght words. Really the computer
should have said " / do11 't u11dersta11d" but it thinks it does
understand and that you cannot do it! For example. you
have said " Climb up the wall ". The computer thinks you
want to climb something called an Up and tells you that
you can ' t! Say "Climb tire wall"' and all will be well . Just
experiment with different ways of pulling thmgs- it's all
part of the fun .
But don ' t let all this lead you to underestimate your
computer. It can understand a lot more than you might
imagine.
So try everything .
And have fun .
St. Bride ' s School. Burtonpvrt, Co. Donegal , Ireland .
Telephone Burtonport 30.
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ST . BRIDE'S is a real school.
As a mauer of fact, I'm sitting at a desk in St. Bride' s
right now, writing this.
But it isn ' t an ordinary school. Even though it exists
today. u'sjust like a girls' boarding school from fifty years
ago . Girls pay money to come here and live the life of an
old-fashioned schoolgirl.
And that's how our adventure begins.
You are Trixie Trinian, a girl just out of school herself.
You "ve come to St. Bride's for a 'school holiday', but
things aren 't quite the way you expected-in fact they ' re
very strange indeed!
Once the game has loaded. you "ll find out exactly how
strange. From then on, it's up to you .
Your task is simple-but not easy . You must find out
just what ' s going on at St. Bride's and find some way to
return to normality.
But be warned-your quest will takeyou into heaps of
unexpected places and bizarre situations.
If you complete the game and discover the Secret of St.
Bride's, just write to us al the School and tell us the WORD
which finished the game and you'll receive a genuine St .
Bride's certificate of merit.
But our headmistress always was a stiff mar)<er, and if
you do all this (and believe me, you'll have done a lot)
your score will till only be a stingy 50% (chiz) .
If you want to get top marks you'll have to find the
Amulet. What Amulet? Pipe down, I'm coming to that.
Somewhere in the game-somewhere you probably
won 't even get to while you ' re solving i1- is hidden an
Amulet.

Finding the Amulet 1s a whole new game in itself
involving dozens of puzzles and new locations. And it is
much, much tougher than just solving the game.
In fact , if you can find the Amulet . St. Bride' own
examining board will award you an A-level in
Adventuring .
More than that , the first person to find the Amulet will
get a free copy of every game St. Bride's produces-and
there are going to be lots of them-for the rest of your life.
Mind you, we think our money's safe for a while yet.
Several experienced adventurers have already tried to
find the Amulet and failed.
But we promise that the journey to the Amulet is quite
fair. All it takes is logic, inventiveness and perhaps a little
homework-but I'd beuer pipe down myself before I give
something
away!
For now your goal is to discover the Secret of St. Bride'
and help Trixie to get herself out of the fine mess she's
got herself into.
Press Shift/Run Stop (Commodore 64) or Load" "
(Spectrum) to load, and good hunting .
May the best Tnx1e wm .
If you find the Amulet, write telling its full AME and
exactly how you found it.
If you have any problems with the game. would like to
ask any questions or need a hint, write to us or ring our
hotline-Burtonport 30- at any reasonable time (ie feel free
to ring outside office hours if you wish. but not at 3 a.m.!) .
Sorry. no hint about the Amulet.
Our address is St. Bride's School. Burtonport, Co .
Donegal , Ireland .
Finally, we would like to thank Gilsoft, makers of The
Quill and The Illustrator, without whose technical wizardry
and friendly advice this game would have been even more
impossible than it already is.
We would also like to thank Mr. John O ' Connor of Dublin
Ordnance Survey for his invaluable information of the
layout of Victorian Dublin .

The game has a walloping
great vocabulary of over
300 words.
Not all of them are
commands, of course.
Here is a list of the main
command words in the game.
You will need some others,
and not all of these will
necessarily be very helpful
(some could be fatal used at
the wrong lime) . But they
should help you to get about
the
game :
Blow ; Board ; Break ; Buy, Call; Catch ; Climb: Crawl ;
Cross ; Dissolve: Drop; Eat; Examine; Get; Go; Greet:
Hire: Hu: Hook ; Knock: Light ; Listen; Look: Make ;
Move: Open : Pay ; Push ; Put : Ram : Read ; Remove
(clothes etc.); Run (with direction); Rub; Set (off): Shake:
Shout: Show: Shriek; Smash: Smoke: Snuff: Swim:
Swi_lch : Taste: Turn; Unleash; Unlock: Wait : Wake: Wear:
Wnte.
One more hint : look- and listen- before you leap.
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St. Bride'> -The unique holiday idea where grown-up girls live ru> storybook schoolgirl>
in a 1920·s selling.
Now you can have the experience in your own home as you take the role of new girl
Trixie Trinian .

Explore the classroom; and dormitories to find the school's dark secret. Meet pupils
and mistresses-but be warned. your quest will take you beyond the confines of the
school-to a real Victorian girts· boarding school-to Cromwell's time- to the wild fantasy
world of ancient Ireland-a nd right across Ireland to the gliucring Dublin of the turn of
the century. The Secret of St. Bride·s-not so much a programme. more a way of life.

